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Focus on Gold recent COT flows – are outflows and the associated price action, fair?
The hawkish FOMC erased $150 or -4.3% of Golds inflation premium, as it repriced from
$1900 to $1750, taking out a total of 3.4mn oz of investor length (COT + ETF) during the CFTC
week that covers the FOMC (06/15-06/22). Table 1
The specific COT weekly exit of -3.4mn oz, is large but it doesn’t rank as the top 10 largest
investor exits the past 5years (that usually ranges between -5-6mn oz). Part of the fast money
exit was also offset by ETF inflows (of almost 50K oz), yet prices fell 4.3% WoW or 6% over the
biweekly period leading into the FOMC. Is that fair?
Graph 1 shows the biweekly total investor (COT + ETF) flows vs gold price performance over
the same period, highlighting the most recent data point (red). Its clearly not a major outlier,
and golds been subjected to much larger onslaughts where investors (ETF +COT) would dump
8-12mn oz of Gold in 2weeks (in years 2016 & 2017).
Clearly there’s a close/strong correlation of +0.72 the past 5years between flows and price
performance. Using a simple regression, golds recent -4.3mn oz biweekly purge should have
only resulted in a 2% drop; this is clearly an (unfair) overshoot which highlights some muted
physical support form the East.
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DAILY wrap:
·After US stocks oscillated throughout most of the session, they moved higher on news
that Facebook won dismissal of two monopoly lawsuits, with both S&P500 & Nasdaq closing
on another record high to put NFP week in a bullish risk spirit; stocks are on track for one of
their best first halves in history. Some specific travel stocks were hit as governments from
Europe to Asia imposed new limits on travel from Britain (which is seeing a spike in delta virus
cases).
US 10yr yields foray above the pivotal 1.50% on Friday proved to be short-lived as it fell back
below 1.48% given some hesitancy to reload shorts ahead of the jobs report. The USD was
also rather contained, keeping below 92.
It was a lackluster day in Precious with contained sideways trading across both Gold and Silver,
clinging to $1780/oz and either side of $26/oz respectively. Platinum came under pressure
falling back through $1100 given ZAR weakness as SA moves to level 4 lockdown (its secondhighest, from Sunday). Palladium remains well bid climbing toward old support (new
resistance) around $2730.
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